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Nikon India Strengthens Its
Presence in West India

Ahmedabad, Nikon India
Private Ltd., a 100%
subsidiary of Nikon
Corporation, leader in
imaging technology,
inaugurated a new
Experience Zone in Natraj
Digital Photo Shop, Shop 1st
Floor, Pratham Square
Complex, Sahkari Jin Road,
Gujrat. Inaugurated by Mr.
Sajjan Kumar, Managing
Director, Nikon India, the
experience zone is yet
another addition to Nikon's
existing set of state-of-the-art
experience zones. With the
launch of our new experiential
zones in Himmatnagar,
customers can now access
Nikon's entire range of best-in-
class products, including the
Mirrorless Series, DSLR
cameras, High Zoom COOLPIX
cameras, lenses, accessories,
and Sport Optics range, all
under one roof. The new
Experience Zone in
Himmatnagar will allow the
photography community to
immerse themselves in the
city's rich cultural tapestry that
blends modern and traditional
values seamlessly. With this
initiative, Nikon aims to inspire
creativity and connect with the

photography community in a
more meaningful way. (1-7)

Several Union Ministers discuss preparations
for upcoming International Day of Yoga

The inter-ministerial
meeting to discuss the
celebration of International
Day of Yoga (IDY)- 2023 was
held at New Delhi today.
Several Union Ministers
attended the meeting and
gave suggestions regarding
increasing the outreach,
pooling up of resources so as
to reflect whole government
approach and to put in joint
efforts in mission mode to take
IDY-2023 to greater heights.
Speaking on the occasion, the
Minister of Ayush and Ports,
Shipping & Waterways Shri
Sarbananda Sonowal said that
International Day of Yoga has
already become an
international event and every
year Ministry of Ayush, in
collaboration with other
central ministries and Yoga
stakeholder institutions,
organizes International Day of
Yoga at Global scale with a
view to maximizing public
involvement and
participation.He further
emphasized that with the
active support of various
ministries and the stakeholder
organizations, the IDY 2023 is
sure to reach every nook and
corner of India and to all
nations of the world.

Minister of Rural
Development and Panchayati
Raj Shri Giriraj Singh, Minister
of Labour and Employment
Shri Bhupendra Yadav,

Minister of Tourism, Culture
and DoNERShri G. Krishna
Reddy, Minister of Law and
Justice Shri Kiren Rijiju,
Minister of Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry and Dairying Shri

PurshottamRupala, Minister of
Social Justice and
Empowerment Shri Vierndra
Kumar, Minister of state for
Ministry of Earth Science,
Science and Technology Shri
Jitendra Singh, Minister of
State for Ayush & WCD Dr.
MunjparaMahendrabhai,
Minister of State of Health and
Family Welfare Dr. Bharti
Panwar, Minister of State for
Social Justice and
Empowerment Shri Krishna
Pal Gurjar, Minister of State for
DefenceShri Ajay Bhatt,
Minister of State for Ministry
of Home affairs Shri Ajay
Mishra, Minister of State for

Ministry of Finance Shri
Bhagwat Karad along with
senior officials of Ministry of
Ayush and other ministries
were present in the meeting.
Secretary Ayush Vaidya
Rajesh Kotecha and Special
Secretary joint secretary,
Ayush Smt. Kavita
Gargappraised Ministers about
the preparation so far and
outlined IDY objectives,
initiatives, and achievements
of various IDY’s. The
presentation from Ministry of
Ayush also included suggested
activities for IDY 2023.
Secretary MoEFCC Ms. Leena
Nandan, Secretary Sports Ms.

4.5 times increase in
expenditure monitoring

seizures marks increased focus on
in poll going State of Karnataka

The E lect ion
Commission of India’s thrust
on “ inducement- f ree”
elections from the past few
elections, has continued and
led to sustained efforts for
e lect ion expendi ture
monitoring in the poll-going
state of Karnataka. The
recorded seizures in the
State mark a significant 4.5
times increase as compared
to Assembly Election in
2018. Strict vigil, extensive
monitoring, coordination
with neighboring states and
inter-agency coordination
has led to checking flow and
distribution of inducements
in Karnataka this t ime.
During the visit to Karnataka
in the 2nd week of March,
the Commiss ion has
exhaustively reviewed the
preparations which included
extens ive rev iews and
preparations of coordinated
functioning of enforcement
agencies, both Central and
State. The Commission also
had detailed reviews of
district heads and SPs of the
above poll-going states.
Whi le  announc ing the
schedule for Karnataka
Assembly Elections, 2023,
Chief  E lect ion
Commissioner, Sh. Rajiv
Kumar stressed on
increased vigil and zero
tolerance on distribution of
inducements during the
electora l  process.  He
remarked that  the
Commission has significantly
raised the bar for ensuring
inducement free elections
and the cont inuum of
stepping up of efforts and
increase in se izures
witnessed during recently
held Assembly Elections in
five States, would continue.
As a drive, the results are
encouraging with Karnataka
witnessing seizures of Rs.
375.61 crore dur ing

enforcement of Model Code
of Conduct period which is
nearly 4.5 times the seizures
made in Assembly Elections,
2018. Additionally, from the
date of visit of Commission
in the second week of
March, 2023 till date of
announcement of elections,
seizures of Rs. 83.78 crores
were also made by various
enforcement agenc ies.
Enforcement Directorate has
a lso attached assets
amounting to Rs. 288 Crores
after the imposition of MCC.
Notable hauls  inc lude
seizure of Rs 4.04 Crores of
cash in Bangarapet AC in
Kolar District, raid of lab
i l legal ly  manufactur ing
Alprozolam in Hyderabad by
intelligence gathered and
trail mapping done by NCB;
100 kg ganja seized in Bidar
district; significant liquor
seizures have been made by
all the districts. Another
str ik ing feature of
expenditure monitoring has
been huge se izures of
freebies. Sarees and food
kits have been seized from
Kalburgi, Chimanglur and
other districts. Huge number
of pressure cookers and
kitchen appliances were also
seized from Bailhongal and
Kunigal and other ACs. The
extens ive moni tor ing

process started months back
before the announcement of
elections and includes host of
activities like thorough review
of preparation of different
stakeholders including
enforcement agencies, DEOs/
SPs, appointment of
experienced off icers as
Expenditure Observers,

sensitizing and inter-agency
coordination & monitoring
and adequate availability of
f ield level teams. 146
Expenditure Observers were
deployed and 81 Assembly
Constituencies were marked
as Expenditure Sensitive
Constituencies for stricter
vigil.

EDITORIAL

India Post becomes logistics partner for crores of traders
India Post signed an MoU with Confederation of All India

Traders (CAIT) and Tripta Technologies in the presence of
Minister of State for Communications, Shri Devusinh Chauhan
here today. The MoU facilitates operationalisation of a portal
called 'Bharat EMart', which will provide the facility of pick-up
of consignments from the premises of traders and will ensure
delivery at the doorsteps of the consignees across the country.
It is believed that it will benefits eight crore traders associated
with CAIT. India Post in the recent past has entered into similar
agreements with Government e-Marketplace (GeM), Regional
Centers of Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development
Federation of India Limited (TRIFED), to provide pick-up and
delivery of parcels at the doorsteps of the consignees. Shortly,
India Post will onboard itself on the Open Network for Digital

Commerce (ONDC) platform, being developed by Ministry of
Commerce as a logistics service provider.

Speaking on the occasion, Minister of State for
Communications mentioned that Department of Posts has
transformed itself with the passage of time and demands of
public. Technology induction and addition of new services have
made India Post a modern and multiple service providers.
Today, it provides banking, insurance, and the last mile delivery
of benefits of several welfare schemes run by the Government
to every village through its network of 1.59 lakh Post Offices.

Shri Devusinh Chauhan said, “Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has been working tirelessly for women's
empowerment. The Department of Posts has been playing very
important role in realising this dream.

Vadodara  Plus
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 IBM Unveils End-to-End
Quantum-Safe Technology

Ahmedabad, IBM (NYSE:
IBM) today announced at its
annual Think conference in
Orlando, Florida, new IBM
Quantum Safe technology: a
comprehensive set of tools
and capabilities, combined
with IBM's deep security
expertise, designed as an
end-to-end solution to be
made avai lable as
organizations, including
governmental agencies,
prepare their quantum-safe
journey towards the post-
quantum era. Quantum
technology is rapidly
advancing. Soon, quantum

systems will be able to solve
previously unsolved
problems benef ic ia l  to
business and science, but
this progress also poses
security risks. As quantum
computers continue to
advance, they will reach the
ability to break the most
widely used security protocols
in the world. Recognizing this
risk, IBM has leveraged its
extensive expertise across
cryptography, quantum
computing, and crit ical
infrastructure to develop
IBM Quantum Safe
technology. (20-4)

Toyota Kirloskar Motor honoured
with CII-ITC Sustainability Awards

Ahmedabad, Recognizing
the commitment towards
sustainable business
practices, Toyota Kirloskar
Motor (TKM)was honoured
today with the CII-ITC
Sustainability Award 2022,
under the category
'Excellence in Biodiversity'
(Manufacturing Sector) by
the Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII),in the gracious
presence ofShri. Nitin Gadkari
-Honourable Union Minister -
Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways, Government of
India as the Chief Guest.
Towards environmental

sustainabil ity, in 2015,
Toyota's Eco-efforts were
enhanced by the
announcement of its six
aspirational global
environment challenges. As a
part of this, Toyota's key
focus is to achieve 'Carbon
Neutrality by 2050' & 'Net
Zero Carbon in Manufacturing
Operations' by 2035.
Instituted in 2006, the CII-ITC
Sustainabil i ty Awards
recognizes and rewards
excellence in businesses that
are seeking ways to be more
sustainable and inclusive in
their activities. (20-4)

Innovation and Original Research are
key for meaningful economic growth

Ahmedabad, Graced by the
presence of the Chief Guest,
Prof M. M. Sharma, Marwadi
University (MU), recently
concluded its 5th Annual
Convocation Ceremony,
conferring over 1946 degrees
to students across Engineering,
Management, Science, and
Law, among others. With one
of the highest number of
foreign students in India, from
over 53 countries, close to 200
international MU students from
19 different countries, also
received their degrees during
the latest convocation.
Students were inspired by the
presence of Prof. M. M.
Sharma, a legendary figure in
engineering, credited with a
host of achievements in the
field of chemical engineering

and STEM, awarded India's
highest civilian honours, the
Padmabhushan and
Padmavibhushan, for his
contributions. In his keynote
speech, addressing students,
Prof M.M. Sharma, stressed
on the critical role of
innovation in triggering
economic growth and its
beneficial impact on nation-
building. During a report
presentation by Prof. (Dr)
Sandeep Sancheti, Provost,
Marwadi University on the
growth and progress
witnessed, Prof M.M.
Sharma, added that,
“Inventions are driven by
sheer curiosity and a fire in
the belly. Failures are
harbingers of success and
must be honoured.  (22-2)

TechInvention launches
Euvichol-Plus

A h m e d a b a d ,
TechInvention Lifecare Pvt.
Ltd., India, has partnered
with M/s. Eubiologics Co., Ltd.
(Eubiologics), South Korea, to
launch Euvichol-Plus, the
world's first and only oral
cholera vaccine (OCV), in a
low-density polyethylene
(LDPE) unidose pack in India.
The LDPE unidose pack of
Euvichol-Plus is not only easy
and safe to use, but it also
reduces the issues pertaining
to conventional glass vials in
terms of breakage, storage,
transportation, distribution,
waste management, and
faci l i tates del ivery in
emergency situations and

humanitarian crises in
campaign mode. While
cholera remains a major
global public health threat,
there has been an alarming
resurgence of cases in
susceptible countries globally
amidst the stoppage in
production of one of the only
two cholera vaccines. India
features at the top of the list
of cholera- endemic
countries, with an estimated
incidence rate of 1.64 per
1,000 people. In India,
estimates show that 400
million people are at risk of
cholera, with an estimated
6,751,888 cases and 20,256
(3%) deaths annually. (1-7)

MG Motor Announces 5-year
Business Roadmap for India

Ahmedabad, MG Motor
India, an iconic British
automobile brand with a rich 99-
year heritage, today announced
its strategic 5-year business
roadmap to Indianize the
business operations for
sustainable growth and
meaningful impact on the
society. The key initiatives that
would constitute this are
localization and bringing in the
latest technology and
indigenising it as well; increasing

I n d i a n
shareholding over
the next 2-4
years; enhancing
local sourcing and
manufacturing
across its
operations by
2028 through an
extensive series of
p r o g r a m s
i n c l u d i n g

exploring cell manufacturing
and clean hydrogen-cell
technology through owned or
third-party facilities; expanding
production capacity with a
second plant in Gujarat;
introducing a broader range of
electric vehicles (EVs); and
unveiling new product offerings.
MG Motor India also aims to
invest more than Rs. 5,000 cr
and have a total of 20,000
workforce-both direct as well as
indirect-by 2028.(1-7)

Azim Premji University, Bhopal
to start operations in July

Ahmedabad, Azim Premji
University, Bhopal, is inviting
applications for its full-time
Postgraduate Programmes --
M.A. Education and Master of
Public Health (MPH) -- and full-
time, residential
Undergraduate Programmes--
B.Sc. Biology and B.A. History.
The programmes provide
rigorous education which
develops expertise and social
commitment in the students.
Announces  admission tests for
PG, UG courses. Anurag Behar,
Chief Executive Officer, Azim
Premji Foundation said, "Our
University in Bhopal is focused

on serving this entire region.
It builds on the 12 years of
experience of running high-
quality education programs at
the Bangalore campus. Our
university has a clear social
purpose, reflected both in the
teaching programs and
research. Our extensive
policies for inclusion include
significant financial aid for
students from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds."

Azim Premji University,
Bhopal, is set to be operational
from July 2023, subject to
completing all regulatory
filings. (19-10)

Make This Mother's Day Unforgettable

Ahmedabad:Renaissance
Hotel Ahmedabad invites
patrons to a heart-warming
culinary celebration for the
most cherished woman in our
lives - our mothers. R Kitchen,
the all-day multi-cuisine dining
restaurant at the hotel is
hosting a special event to pay
tribute to the selfless love,
care, and support of mothers
everywhere from 8th to 14th
May'23,. ~Celebrate Mother's
Day in Style at Renaissance
Ahmedabad Hotel-
Thededicated team at R
Kitchen has curated a special

menu, featuring six
unique dishes created
from the cherished
recipes of the talented
chefs' mothers. Each
day, starting from 8th
May, eachchef wil l
showcase their favourite
childhood dish and share
the heart-warming story
behind it. The culinary

extravaganza will culminate
on the final day with a sum-
up Sunday Brunch, featuring
all the 6 chef 's special
creations. And, to add a
personal touch, kids will be
provided message slips to
write a special message for
their mother, which can be
shared during the Sunday
brunch In addition to the
fabulous food, there will also
be various activities and
board games for mothers to
enjoyalong with swimming
pool access to cool off and
unwind. (19-10)

EFC India enters Ahmedabad
Ahmedabad, EFC (I)

Limited, India’s fast-growing
integrated office infrastructure
and design company, continues
its pan-India expansion with its
latest foray into the state of
Gujarat. The company opened
its first co-working space in
Ahmedabad under its brand,
Sprint. Located in Nehru Nagar,
the state-of-the-art facility
offers 1000 seats and covers
an area of 50,000+ sq. ft.
Sprint Ahmedabad has
become the preferred
workplace for marquee
corporates including Tech
Mahindra, Kotak Mahindra
Bank and Zee Entertainment,
including others. Commenting
on the new facility, Umeash
Sahhaaii, Founder & CEO, EFC

(I) Limited, said, “Gujarat is
the second largest state in the
country in terms of gross
state domestic product, as
well as the fastest growing in
the country. Given its
entrepreneurial dominance
and high per capita
consumption, the state has
emerged as the new
epicentre of economic activity
in western India. We at EFC
are excited to open our
flagship co-working space –
Sprint, in Ahmedabad and
foresee a high growth
potential in the state in the
future.” The new Sprint
centre offers high-quality
amenities with global safety,
security, governance, and
compliance standards. (13-1)

IPL 2023 on JioCinema Clocks a
Record Breaking 1300 Cr Views

Ahmedabad, JioCinema,
the Official Digital Streaming
Partner of TATA IPL 2023,
continues to set global
benchmarks in the world of
digital sports viewing as it
clocked over 1300 Cr. video
views in the first five weeks.
Viewers were glued to
JioCinema’s fan-centric
presentation as the average
time spent per viewer per
match touched 60 minutes.
TATA IPL 2023 on Connected
TV reached twice the number
of viewers than that on HD TV.
“JioCinema continues to grow
from strength to strength

every week and it is based
on clear evidence of
consumer’s outright
preference of catching the
TATA IPL on digital,” said
Viacom18 Sports CEO Anil
Jayaraj. “The combination of
outstanding cricket action and
our robust platform proved
the stellar opening weekend
was just the beginning of
bigger things to come. I
would like to thank all our
sponsors, advertisers, and
partners for showing faith in
our journey as we continue
to elevate every fan’s TATA
IPL viewing experience.”

Disney+ Hotstar returns with City
Of Dreams Season 3

Ahmedabad, Power,
politics, betrayals and more- the
most influential and powerful
Gaikwads are back. Disney+
Hotstar today announced the
trailer of Hotstar Specials’ City
Of Dreams Season 3. Produced
by Applause Entertainment in
association with Kukunoor
Movies and directed by Nagesh
Kukunoor. Starring the versatile
Atul Kulkarni, Sachin Pilgaonkar,
Priya Bapat, Eijaz Khan,
Sushant Singh, Rannvijay
Singha and many others in
pivotal roles, releasing on May
26, 2023 on Disney+ Hotstar.

 Bolder, stronger, fierce on
the outside but shattered on the
inside, will the Gaikwads fight
all that comes their way and
continue to sustain their place
of authority in this gamble of
politics? This season, step into
the murky world of politics as
Ameya Gaikwad (Atul Kulkarni)
and Poornima Gaikwad (Priya
Bapat) come together to protect
their legacy from their rivals
and external forces.

Talking about the show, Atul
Kulkarni said, “City Of Dreams
Season 3 delves deep into the
web of politics, the Gaikwad’s
and all that surrounds them.
Working on this show has been
a creatively satisfying
experience and my character,
Ameya Rao Gaikwad has seen
a graph of growth at each step.
He undergoes a significant
transformation in this season,
through a series of events that
fundamentally alter the core of
his persona. Audiences will see
a new evolved take on the
relationship Ameya shares with
Poornima. Associating with

Disney+ Hotstar and with
Nagesh Kukunoor has been a
great experience across all 3
seasons for such a spectacular
show.” (19-8)

Bombay Super Hybrid Seeds Reports
Net Profit of Rs. 16.84 crore

Ahmedabad, Bombay
Super Hybrid Seeds Ltd,
one of India's top
companies in the
agriculture sector has
reported Best-ever results
in a financial year with
highest - Revenue,
EBITDA and Net Profit for
the financial year ended
March 2023. Company
has reported net profit of
Rs. 16.84 crore for FY23,
with Y-o-Y growth of 59.6% as
compared to the net profit of
Rs. 10.55 crore in FY22.
Revenue from Operations too
grew 18.9% to Rs. 227.92
crore in FY23 as against
revenue of Rs. 191.72 crore
reported in FY22. EBITDA
during FY23 grew 56.1% to
Rs. 22.20 crore as against
EBITDA of Rs. 14.23 crore in
FY22. EPS for FY23 was Rs.
1.61 per share. Reserves and
surplus of the company has
risen to Rs. 45.84 crore as on
March 2023. Established in the
year 1983, Bombay Super
Hybrid Seeds Ltd, are
engaged in processing and
supplying a vast range of
Agricultural Seeds. Apart from
this, it is the leading company
having dealer-distributor

channel  all over India. Mr.
Pintubhai Patel, Managing
Director, Bombay Super
Hybrid Seeds Ltd said,
“Company has reported
excellent numbers for FY
2023 with highest Revenue,
EBITDA and Net Profit
reported on a yearly basis.
We feel proud to inform all
our stakeholders that the
company is progressing well
on its long-term growth
roadmap. Company is
growing strength to strength,
delivering robust operational
and financial performance
maintaining healthy growth in
revenue, margins and
profitability. We expect the
growth momentum to
continue and expect to get
further boost in coming years.

MAS FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED

Extract of standalone and consolidated audited financial results for the quarter and year ended 31 March 2023

Regd. Office: 6,Ground Floor, Narayan Chambers, B/h Patang Hotel, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-380 009.
Phone No.: +91 79 41106500,  Fax No.: +91 79 41106597, E-mail : riddhi_bhayani@mas.co.in, Website: www.mas.co.in

CIN: L65910GJ1995PLC026064

Place : Ahmedabad
Date :  10 May, 2023

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of
MAS Financial Services Limited

Sd/-
Kamlesh C. Gandhi

(Chairman & Managing Director)
(DIN - 00044852)

(Rs. in Crores)

Quarter ended

31 March 2023

(Audited)

Quarter ended

31 March 2022

(Audited)

Year ended

31 March 2023 

(Audited)

Quarter ended

31 March 2023

(Audited)

Quarter ended

31 March 2022

(Audited)

Year ended

31 March 2023 

(Audited)

1 Total income from operations 269.17                             183.48 946.09            280.93             192.07            987.83             

2
Net profit / (loss) for the period (before tax,

exceptional and / or extraordinary items)
70.41                                59.99 264.70            72.09               61.60              271.65             

3
Net profit / (loss) for the period before tax (after

exceptional and / or extraordinary items)
70.41               59.99                 264.70            72.09               61.60              271.65             

4
Net profit / (loss) for the period after tax (after

exceptional and / or extraordinary items)
55.55                                45.00 200.96            56.82               46.16              205.82             

5

Total comprehensive income for the period

[comprising profit / (loss) for the period (after tax)

and other comprehensive income (after tax)]

52.20                                43.11 181.51            54.80               43.84              187.40             

6 Paid up equity share capital 54.66               54.66                 54.66              54.66               54.66                            54.66 

7 Reserve (excluding revaluation reserve) 1,451.07           1,285.93            1,451.07         1,490.01          1,317.87                    1,490.01 

8 Securities Premium Account 426.87              426.87               426.87            426.95             426.95                         426.95 

9 Net worth 1,505.73           1,340.59            1,505.73         1,544.67          1,372.53                    1,544.67 

10 Paid up Debt Capital/ Outstanding Debt 5,907.88           4,550.07            5,907.88         6,200.08          4,759.25                    6,200.08 

11 Outstanding Redeemable Preference Shares -                   -                    -                 -                  -                                     -   

12 Debt Equity Ratio (No. of times) 3.92                 3.39                  3.92                4.01                 3.47                4.01                

13

Earning per share (of ` 10/- each) (for continuing and

discontinued operations) - (not annualised for

quarter))

1. Basic (̀ ) 10.16                                 8.23 36.76              10.29               8.33                37.18              

2. Diluted (`) 10.16                                 8.23 36.76              10.29               8.33                37.18              

14 Capital Redemption Reserve Nil Nil Nil NA NA  NA 

15 Debenture Redemption Reserve Nil Nil Nil NA NA  NA 

16 Debt Service Coverage Ratio NA NA NA NA NA  NA 

17 Interest Service Coverage Ratio NA  NA NA NA NA  NA 

Sr. No. Particulars

Standalone Consolidated

Notes:
a) The above is an extract of the detailed format of audited financial results for the quarter and year ended 31 March 2023 which have been

reviewed by the Audit Committee and subsequently approved by the Board of Directors in their meeting held on 10 May 2023, subjected to
limited review / audit by the Statutory Auditors and filed with the Stock Exchanges under Regulation 33 and 52 of the SEBI (Listing and Other
Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015. The full format of the quarterly financial results are available on the websites of the Stock
Exchanges at www.bseindia.com, www.nseindia.com, and on the website of the Company at www.mas.co.in.

b) The audited financial results of the Company have been prepared in accordance with the recognition and measurement principles laid down in
the Indian Accounting Standard (referred to as 'Ind AS') prescribed under Section 133 of the Companies Act, 2013 (the 'Act') read with relevant
rules issued thereunder and other accounting principles generally accepted in India and in compliance with Regulation 33 and  Regulation 52 of
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, as amended (the 'SEBI Listing
Regulations'). Any application guidance/ clarifications/ directions issued by Reserve Bank of India ('RBI') or other regulators are implemented as
and when they are issued/ applicable.
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(Rs. in Lakh except EPS)

Place: Ahmedabad
Date: May 11, 2023

ZODIAC ENERGY LIMITED
CIN: L51909GJ1992PLC017694

Regd. Office: U.G.F-4,5,6, Milestone Building,NearKhodiyar Restaurant, Near Drive In
Cinema,ThaltejAhmedabad -380054

Phone: +91 - 79 - 2747 1193 / 17; E-mail: cs@zodiacenergy.com; Website: www.zodiacenergy.com

For, Zodiac Energy Limited
--sd--

Kunjbihari Shah
Managing Director(DIN: 00622460)

Extract of Audited Financial Results for the quarter  and year ended on March 31, 2023

Note:- The above financial is an extract of the detailed format of quarterly Financial Results filed with the
National Stock Exchange of India Limited and BSE Limited under Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing Obligation and
Disclosure Requirements) Regulation, 2015. The full format of the quarterly Financial Results are available on
the Website of BSE Limited at www.bseindia.com, www.nseindia.com and Company’s website at
www.zodiacenergy.com

Quarter 

ended on 

31/03/2023

Quarter 

ended on 

31/12/2022

Quarter 

ended on 

31/03/2022

Year ended 

on 

31/03/2023

Year ended 

on 

31/03/2022

Audited Unaudited Audited Audited Audited

Total Income From Operations 6224.96 2502.09 5680.83 13849.62 14394.63

Net Profit / (Loss) for the period (before Tax,

Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items) 244.14 137.61 320.66 438.20 763.69

Net Profit/(Loss) for the period before tax ( after

Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items) 244.14 137.61 320.66 438.20 763.69

Net Profit/(Loss) for the period after tax ( after

Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items)
161.26         114.30         189.91         

318.94
546.02         

Total Comprehensive Income for the period

[Comprising Profit / (Loss) for the period (after tax)

and Other Comprehensive Income (after tax)]

156.13         114.30         194.55         

313.81

550.66         

Equity Share Capital 1463.34 1463.34 1463.34 1463.34 1463.34

Reserves (excluding Revaluation Reserve as shown in

the audited Balance Sheet of the previous year)
2141.70 1827.89

Earnings Per Share  (of Rs 10/- each) (for continuing 

and discontinued operations)-

Basic : (not annualzed for the quarter ended) 1.10            0.78            1.30            2.18 3.73            

Diluted:(not annualzed for the quarter ended) 1.10            0.78            1.30            2.18 3.73            

Particulars

GOKUL AGRO RESOURCES LIMITED

For & on behalf of Board of Directors of
Gokul Agro Resources Limited

Sd/-
Jayesh Thakkar

Managing Diector (DIN : 03050068)
Place: Ahmedabad

Date: 10th May, 2023

(Rs. in Lakhs except EPS)

EXTRACT OF AUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE QUARTER AND YEAR ENDED ON 31ST MARCH, 2023

CIN- L15142GJ2014PLC080010
Registered Office: Crown-3, Inspire Business Park, Shantigram, Nr Vaishnodevi Circle,

S.G. Highway,  Ahmedabad-382421 Gujarat, India
E-Mail ID:garl@gokulagro.com; Tel No: +91 79 67123500; Website: www.gokulagro.com

31st March, 

2023

31st March, 

2023

31st March, 

2022

Unaudited Audited Unaudited

1 Total Income from Operations 2,63,898.02       10,73,980.75       2,75,859.83

2

Net Profit for the period 

(Before Tax, Exceptional and/or Extraordinary 

items)

5,023.04 17,473.61            7,112.51 

3

Net Profit for the period Before Tax 

(After Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items) 5,023.04 17,473.61            7,112.51 

4

Net Profit for the period After Tax 

(After Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items) 3,782.70 13,240.69            5,786.41 

5

Total Comprehensive Income for the period 

[Comprising Profit for the period (after tax) 

and Other Comprehensive Income (after tax)]
3,711.01 13,919.49            5,627.99 

6
Equity Share Capital (Face value of Rs.2/- each)

2950.87 2,950.87 2861.45

7

Reserves (excluding Revaluation Reserve) as 

shown in the Audited Balance Sheet of the 

previous year

-            62,109.99  - 

Earnings Per Share (of Rs.2/each) 

(for continuing and discontinued operations)

1.    Basic: 2.62 9.18 4.21

2.    Diluted: 2.62 9.18 4.21

SN     Particulars      
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Quarter Ended Quarter Ended Year Ended 

Notes:
1. The aforesaid Financial Results have been reviewed by the Audit Committee and approved by the Board of Directors at

their Meeting held on May 10, 2023.
2. Additional Information on Standalone Financial Results is as follows:

31st March, 

2023

31st March, 

2023

31st March, 

2022

Unaudited Audited Unaudited

1 Total Income from Operations 2,42,382.26 10,08,281.97 2,65,083.76

2

Net Profit for the period 

(Before Tax After, Exceptional and/or 

Extraordinary items)

4,242.29 14,141.01 6,278.33

3
Net Profit for the period Before Tax 

(After Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items)
4,242.29 14,141.01 6,278.33

4
Net Profit for the period After Tax 

(After Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items)
3,118.46 10,470.45 5,047.27

SN Particulars    

Quarter Ended Year Ended Quarter Ended 

3. The above is an extract of the detailed format of Standalone and Consolidated Financial Results for the quarter and Year ended on March 31, 2023
filed with the Stock Exchanges under Regulation 33 of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015. The full format of the Standalone and Consolidated financial results for the quarter and year ended on March 31, 2023 are
available on Stock Exchange websites www.bseindia.com (Scrip Code-539725)  and www.nseindia.com (Scrip Symbol-GOKULAGRO). The same are
also available on the Company's website viz. www.gokulagro.com.

Department of Fertilizers takes multi-pronged measures to stop
Diversion and Black Marketing of Fertilizers in the country

Fertilizer Flying Squads (FFS) undertake 370 surprise inspections; 30 FIRs filed for diversion of
urea; 70,000 bags seized of spurious urea; 112 mixture manufacturers deauthorized

Multipronged measures
are being taken by
Department of Fertilizers,
Government of India for
deterrence against any
malpractices and ensuring
quality fertilizers for the
farmers, under the directions
of Union Minister for
Chemicals and Fertilizers Dr
Mansukh Mandaviya. These
measures have resulted in
averting diversion and black
marketing of fertilizers in the
country. Special teams of
dedicated officers called
Ferti l izer Flying Squads
(FFS) have been formed to
keep a strict vigil and to check
diversion, black marketing,
hoarding and supply of sub-
standard quality of fertilizers
across the country.
The Fertilizer Flying Squads
have conducted over 370
surprise inspections across
15 states/UTs which included
mixture units,  Single
Superphosphate (SSP) units

and NPK (Nitrogen,
Phosphorus, Potassium)
units. Consequentially, 30
FIRs have been registered
for diversion of urea, and
70,000 bags have been
seized of suspected urea
(from Gujarat,  Kerala,
Haryana, Rajasthan,
Karnataka (excl .  GSTN
seizure). Of which 26199
bags have been disposed of
as per FCO guidelines). The
FFS have also inspected three
border districts of Bihar
(Arar ia, Purnia,
W.Champaran) and 3 FIRs
have been filed against urea
diverting units; 10 including
3 mixture manufacturing
units in border districts have
been de-authorized. 112
mixture manufacturers have
been deauthorized due to
several discrepancies and
lapses found in
documentat ion and
procedures. Sample testing
have also been ramped up

with 268 samples tested as
of now, of which 89 (33%)
have been declared sub-
standard and 120 (45%)
found with neem oil content.
These steps have resulted in
keeping a check on diversion
of urea meant for farmers
for agricultural purposes.
Despite the world facing a
fertilizer crisis due various
global downturns,
Government of India is
providing urea to farmers at
reasonably subsidized rates
(a 45 kg bag of urea costing
approx. Rs. 2,500 is being
sold at Rs. 266). Besides
agriculture, urea is also used
in many other industries too,
like UF resin/glue, plywood,
resin, crockery, moulding
powder, cattle feed, dairy,
industrial mining explosives.
Any illegal diversion of this
highly subsidized urea meant
for the farmers and
agriculture for non-
agriculture/ industr ia l

purpose by many private
entities results in shortage of
urea meant for farmers.
Apart from these, new
innovative practices are
being encouraged, such as
new mixture module that
have been developed in
Integrated Fert i l ize
Management System (iFMS)
by Department of Fertilizers.
This would help in spreading
awareness amongst farmers
about the quality of fertilizers
along with other online
services available on the
portal. A strict vigil is now
being undertaken for
ensuring the qual ity of
products as well as licenses.
Due to such relent less
efforts, there has been an
increase in demand for
Technical Grade Urea. Due to
fewer licenses being issued
by States for mixture
manufacturing, many of the
exist ing mixture
manufacturing units have
shifted to selling bio and
organic ferti l izers, thus
promoting natural farming to
reduce the consumption of
chemical fertilizers. Proactive
measures have not only
benefitted the farmers but
have also created cross-
country demand for our
fertilizers. Stoppage of cross-
border smuggling of urea have
consequently led to
neighboring countries
requesting India for urea
imports to their respective
countries for the first-time.
The FFS have also inspected
three border districts of Bihar
(Araria, Purnia,
W.Champaran) and 3 FIRs
have been filed against urea
diverting units; 10 including 3
mixture manufacturing units
in border districts have been
de-authorized. 112 mixture
manufacturers have been
deauthorized due to several
discrepancies and lapses
found in documentation and
procedures. Sample testing
have also been ramped up
with 268 samples tested as of
now, of which 89 (33%) have
been declared sub-standard
and 120 (45%) found with
neem oil content.

Third G20 Development Working Group
Meeting under Indian Presidency

The formal segment of the
third G20 Development Working
Group (DWG) meeting
commenced on 09 May 2023 at
Taj Resort and Convention
Centre (TRCC), Goa. More than
80 delegates from G20
Members, 9 invitee countries,
and various international and
regional organizations
participated in the meeting that
will be held from 09-11 May
2023. The meeting is being co-
chaired by India’s DWG Co-
Chairs – Ministry of External
Affairs Joint Secretaries Mr.
Nagaraj K. Naidu and Ms.
Eenam Gambhir. The meeting
started with a video address by
Secretary (Economic Relations)
of the Ministry of External Affairs,
Mr. Dammu Ravi, who welcomed
all the delegates and highlighted
that India has put forth an
ambitious agenda for the DWG
that aims to bring inclusive and
sustainable development and
accelerating achievement of
SDGs at the forefront. Mr. Ravi
stated that the outcome
documents proposed by India
including High Level Principles
(HLPs) for Data for
Development, HLPs for LiFE and
Action Plan on Accelerating
Progress on the SDGs will directly
feed into the Leaders’ level
document, the Green
Development Pact that will be
adopted at the Leaders’ summit
in September. He urged the
DWG to work towards consensus
documents and requested for
support from all delegations.

The sessions on Data for

Development and HLPs on LiFE
saw exhaustive and engaging
discussions and negotiations for
finalizing the language of
outcome documents that
reflects the strong collective will
of G20 to work together on
development agenda.
Satisfactory progress was
achieved during the sessions in
coming to a common
understanding on a lot of issues.
An exhibition showcasing India’s
women-led initiatives was
inaugurated before the start of

formal meeting in the morning.
The exhibition is based on the
theme of “ECHO” – Economy
with safe climate and health
leads to greater opportunities
and was organized by the
Ministry of Women and Child
Development in collaboration
with the Ministry of External
Affairs. The exhibition was
curated by the National
Institute of Fashion Technology
and showcased products
conceived, designed, and
made by women

entrepreneurs, such as
handloom and textile items;
handicrafts; tea, spices,
ayurvedic products, and millet-
based food products. All the
DWG delegates took a tour of
the exhibition and appreciated
the live demonstrations,
sustainable products, and
immersive digital experience
with 3D holograms. Goa Chief
Minister Shri Sawant also took
time to visit the exhibition and
interacted with the women
entrepreneurs.
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Operation Python: How was the 'Diwali' Karachi
witnessed on that midnight of December 8, 1971?

The year this fight-to-the-
finish military mission was
played was 1971, but one has
to go back a little further to
check the reason behind the
mission.““The year was 196
and the month was August.
General Ayub Khan, the
military dictator of Pakistan,
started a war against India in
the name of Kashmir. While the
Indian Army and Air Force
were fighting the enemy with
full vigor on various border
fronts in Kutch, Punjab and
Jammu-Kashmir, the Ministry
of Defense turned cold water
on the Navy's enthusiasm. The
Ministry of Defense has issued
a strict instruction to the Navy
to prevent the war on the land
front from 'overflowing' to the
Arabian Sea. Keep the
warships at bay. Vessels going
out for patrolling shall also not
under any circumstances cross
the Laxman Line near the
coast.““It was a tragic incident
that the government itself cut
off one of the three military
wings when the country was
in a crisis of war. Naval
Commander Vice-Admiral
Bhaskar Soman and other
senior officers swallowed the
bitter lump of humiliation and
defiance. But the matter did
not stop there. The Navy was
yet to face the wrath of the
angry public of the country for
its inaction in the war. The
incident that sparked public
outrage took place on
September 7, 1965.
Commodore S. like this. Under
the leadership of Anwar,
several warships of the Pak
Navy sailed towards Dwarka
in Gujarat. After approaching
the bank without any

hindrance, their cannons
moved towards Dwarka and
started shell ing. The
continuous twenty-minute
attack was like shooting
arrows in the dark, because
despite fifty rounds fired,
there was no significant loss
of life and property in Dwarka.
Some of the spheres have
become shriveled. It did not
burst after hitting the ground.
However, the fact that the
enemy warships reached our
door(s) and the Indian Navy
was sleeping until the sea
sentry, made it difficult for the
countrymen. Naturally, the
Navy was not asleep, but was
rendered unconscious by
anesthesia in the form of
government orders. But where
did the public know what was
inside that? Hence the blame
was laid on the Indian
Navy.““Neglect on the part of
its own country's defense
department, public outcry, and
scornful but bullying by the
enemy, the navy collapsed.
However, he kept the pain in
his mind by maintaining the
military manners. Naval
Commander Vice-Admiral
Bhaskar Soman began to look
for suitable opportunities to
give an example of the
strength of the Indian Navy to
the people of the country and
to retaliate to the enemy's
insolence. But such a chance
did not come until the Indo-
Pak war ended on September
23, 1965. Rather, it should be
said that the navy was kept
inactive until the armistice.
Exactly 6 years later, in
December 1971, the neglected
Navy got a chance to prove its
mettle. Pakistani fighter jets

launched a surprise attack on
our 11 Air Force bases like
Ambala, Pathankot, Amritsar,
Agra, Awantipur, Halwara on
the evening of 3rd December
and ignited the third Indo-Pak
war. Our army immediately
swung into action to give a
swift and jaw-dropping reply
to the enemy. This time,
fortunately, the navy got a
free rein, so on the night of
December 4, the missile boats
of the navy set out to settle
old scores with the enemy
under the mission called
'Operation Trident'. In the war
of 1965, Pakistani warships
had penetrated to Dwarka,
now in 1971, our missile boats
had to enter the enemy's
house and beat them. The
target was Pakistan's Karachi
port!““On the night of
December 4, 1971, 'Operation
Trident' was launched in the
Arabian Sea. A total of 6 ships
headed by Commander Babru
Bhan Yadav proceeded
towards Karachi and started
firing Russian-made 'Stix'
missiles towards Karachi
harbor late on the night of 4th
December. The attack was so
intense that the enemy had
neither time nor intelligence
to resist. The arrows in the
form of 'sticks' by the Indian
archers may have been fired
in the dark, but they reached
the intended target! Three of
the enemy's ships were sunk
in the water. The fourth vessel
was so badly damaged that it
had to be scrapped. Two fuel
depots supplying fuel to
warships caught fire.““Six of
our ships returned after
sacking Karachi and writing a
golden chapter in the history
of the Indian Navy. The
success of 'Operation Trident'
made the fourth day of
December memorable as
Indian Navy Day. However, our
Navy was yet to play one more
karate match that Pakistan
would remember. The target
is back to the same: Karachi!
Now begins the heroic saga of
that mission called 'Operation
Python' which has been more
or less forgotten by the
blazing success of 'Operation
Trident'.““After the first attack
on Karachi on 4 December,
Vice-Admiral Surendra Nath

Kohli, Commander of the
Western Wing of the Indian
Navy, planned a second
storming of Karachi. This time
a deeper cut was to be made.
During the 1971 war, West
Pakistan had no strategic port
other than Karachi. All the
warships of the Pakistan Navy
were anchored there and the
cargo ships through which the
import-export trade was
conducted also used to come
and go in Karachi. To ensure
a smooth supply of fuel to all
of them, Pakistan maintains a
huge stockpile of fuel at
Kimari near the port of
Karachi. During 'Operation
Trident', two huge fuel tanks
in Karachi port were burnt.
But as if that fire was not
enough to put off the heavy
fire of the Indian Navy, now it
was time to blow up the fuel
stores at Kimari and destroy
Karachi. Hence the main target
of 'Operation Python' was
Kimari. Even one or two
warships of the enemy at
hand! In this, the main target
was the Pak Navy tanker
named 'Dhaka' which was re-
fueling the Pakistani ships in
the Arabian Sea. The ship was
drifting somewhere in the
open sea. So he returned to
Karachi and spent two-three
days in his custody. On the 7th
of December, our Intelligence
Account received news that
'Dhaka' had already arrived at
Bara, Manora Island,
Karachi.““The time finally
arrived to launch 'Operation
Python'. Missile boat 'Vinash'
and destroyers 'Talwar' and
'Trishul' under the command
of Lt-Commander Vijay Jerath
left for Karachi on the night of
8th December. The main role
of Pardhi was to play the
'Vinashe' of Lt-Commander
Vijay Jarath, for which he was
armed with Russian 'Sticks'
type arrows. Counting the
number of missiles as four, it
is not possible for one of them
to be empty. December 8,
1971. It was 10 pm local time
of Pakistan. The Indian Navy's
destroyer trio ('Vinash',
'Talwar' and 'Trishul') was
speeding towards Karachi
harbor when a sudden green
dot appeared on the radar dial
of 'Talwar'. It was

approaching at a good speed.
This implies that one of the
enemy ships has attended the
Indian fleet. Soon the captain
of the 'Sword' saw a black
figure gliding on the sea,
which was a Pakistani patrol
boat. Without missing a beat,
the captain opened fire on the
cannon, raining four-and-a-
half-inch rounds.““As soon as
the captain ordered 'Fire!', a
number of artillery shells were
fired. There were gaps in the
iron hull of the Pak patrol boat.
A fire broke out on the boat
and chaos ensued.
Meanwhile, the gunners of
'Talwar' fired 40 mm guns and
destroyed the enemy ship's
radar and radio tower. The
wrecked Pak patrol boat
eventually reached the bottom
of the Arabian Sea, but before
it was buried in a sea grave,
the wreckage it laid had
knocked out the Karachi port
system. The port's radars
steadily bore down on the
fleet. In short, the secret

mission is no longer
secret.““So what happened? If
the veil of secrecy has been
lifted, then why not start the
fight-to-the-finish game of
'Operation Python'? Captain
Lt-Commander Vijay Jerath of
'Vinash' fired four 'Stix'
missiles simultaneously. Each
'Sticks' carrying four and a half
kilograms of gunpowder
moved towards Karachi, a
saffron-yellow glow in the
black sky. The first missile hit
Barra on Manora Island where
the British cargo ship
Harmaton was anchored. A
devastating explosion
destroyed its hull. Another
'Stix' sank the cargo ship
'Gulfstar' in the Central
American country of Panama.
Pak Navy Tanker 'Dhaka'
standing between the two
foreign ships which became
the coconut of India-Pak War,
Bal Bal survived, but only for
a few seconds! The third
missile fired from the deck of
'Vinash' hit 'Dhaka' and there

was a loud explosion. A
terrible fire broke out on the
deck, the flames of which
made the heroes of 'Operation
Python' cringe, a few seconds
later.““The fourth and last
'Stix' crossed the Karachi port
to reach Kimari where
Pakistan kept a large stockpile
of fuel. As soon as the missile's
munitions ignited that vast
stockpile, there was a huge
explosion of hundreds of
bombs exploding at once. The
streets of Karachi boomed and
the sky was fi l led with
thunderous thunders. Lt-
Commander Vijay Jarath
came to the bridge deck of
'Vinaash' to enjoy the sight of
saffron-yellow flames lighting
up the dark night and said, 'I
have never seen such a
magnificent Diwali ti l l
today.'““Karachi also saw
'Diwali' on that night of
December 8,  but  the
difference was that it had an
element of horror.““After
making 'Operation Python' a

success, Lt-Commander
Vijay Jerath and company
returned home. Meanwhile,
one fuel depot after another
in Kimari continued to burn
with f lames and smoke
throughout the n ight .
Several buildings of Karachi
port were destroyed in the
fire. Oil carrier 'Dhaka' did
not exist. The Pak Navy had
to scuttle it at Gaya. It is true
that the karate stunt called
'Operat ion Python'  has
plunged Pakistan into a pit
of  3 b i l l ion do l lars  in
damages,  and a lso
destroyed the morale of its
navy. After the above two
rounds were struck, the Pak
Naval Commander put the
Navy in a state of
hibernation for several days
to prevent further
damage.““This was the
response of the Indian Navy
to Pakistan's attack on
Dwarka in 1965! The enemy
has not forgotten him. Will
not be able to forget.

What is the right age to give
smartphones to children?

Children should not get
addicted to smartphones' -
Two-four parents used to
discuss the topic while sitting
on Sunday.““To prevent the
child from disturbing the
discussion, the father started
him watching cartoon videos
on YouTube.““The mother set
the child in the corner of the
sofa with the mobile phone
and said: 'It won't matter now,
they will play!'““Almost
everywhere around us today
is a scenario like this fantasy.
Despite understanding that
digital devices including
smartphones have serious
effects on children's physical
and mental health, parents
cannot keep their children
away from smartphones.
Many times, bowing down to
the child's stubbornness and
holding the mobile in his hand,
many times he entrusts the
mobile to the child for his own
convenience.““'In the world,
90 out of 100 parents admit
that the use of smartphones
is dangerous for children, but
70 out of 100 parents do not
prevent their children from
using smartphones' - this
conclusion of an online survey
in Australia is not surprising
at all. In a survey of 2,500
parents, 56 percent admitted
that they had a role in getting
their child addicted to mobile
phones. However, by the time
they realize this, children get
used to smartphones.““From
2013 to 2020, mobile usage
has increased by 250 percent.
It has a direct impact on
children. Since there is more
than one smartphone in the
house, the possibility of
children getting access to
mobile phones has also
increased by 125 percent in
this period. Parents get mobile
help to stop the child from
misbehaving or crying before
he/she understands. Parents
start giving mobiles to their
children in order to introduce
them to the new mobile. The
mobile stops to keep the child
sitting in one place while
eating. When going with
friends or family to a
restaurant or for a walk, the
child is kept busy with the
mobile so that he does not
have to run behind. It is not
possible to think about how it
affects the child's mind.
Parents do not want harm to
the child. They have such a
logic that there will be no big
impact in a few minutes. But
that short period starts
coming again and again.““An
American survey found that
children between the ages of
8 and 12 spent 4 hours and
44 minutes on mobile phones.
After the corona period, this
period has increased to 5
hours and 37 minutes.
Children between the ages of

12 and 18 spend 7 hours and
22 minutes on screen. It also
includes spending an hour and
a half on a tab or laptop for
school homework. This trend
is going on in developed and
developing countries around
the world. 54 percent of
children up to three years have
recorded online activity. 68
percent of children up to five
years living in cities start using
computers and their screen
time increases in sum.““In this
situation, the question is, what
is the right time to hold a
mobile phone in the child's
hand? At what age does
introducing a child to devices
including smartphones have
positive effects instead of side
effects? Until what age is it
necessary to keep mobile
away from children?““Various
findings have been presented
at the end of multiple
researches, discussions. In
America, the average nine-
year-old child owns a mobile
phone, while in Britain, 11-
year-olds become mobile
phone owners. A survey
conducted in 19 European
countries found that 80
percent of European children
get their own mobile phone by
the age of 16 at the latest. At
the age of 12 to 15, these
children have their own social
media accounts. According to
Professor Candice Odger,
Head of the Department of
Psychology at the University of
California, 90 percent of
children living in cities around
the world are given a
smartphone-tab or laptop at
the age of 9 to 10 years.
Odgar believes that it is too
early to give children
smartphone-laptops at that
age. Actually mobile should be
given at the age of 13 to 15
years. If a child gets a mobile
phone at that age, he can use
it in study or to see and
understand new things. Odgar
has also done extensive work
on the long-term mental
health effects of mobile use on
children from birth to eight
years of age.““UNICEF made
a report on this. The report,
titled Safer Internet for the
Whole Family, sought the
opinion of techno-experts,
psychologists, paediatricians.
It was said that the age of
giving mobile phones to
children should be 14 to 15
years. Before that, full parental
control should give access as
needed for homework or
school projects. It should be
understood that the screen
time should not exceed four
hours.““After Corona, when
online education of children
started, schools increased the
screen time of children. Many
parents complain: During the
Corona period, children got
used to smartphones due to

the online education of the
school. Now despite their
efforts, the children do not give
up the habit. This complaint
is not wrong either. As
education was not possible by
going to school, online classes
started all over the world, due
to which children got open
permission to use mobile-
tabs.““Experts say that the
right time to give a device,
including a smartphone, to a
child is 13 to 15 years, while
experts also opine that
allowing it to be used as much
as 8-10 years is beneficial. It's
not just that smartphones are
dangerous for children. If used
properly, this smartphone-tab-
laptop can play a key role in
their knowledge, overall
development. Many cases of
it keep coming up. It has
happened that some children
have progressed by learning
something new through
YouTube videos or other apps,
websites.““Experts from all
over the world agree that
children's screen time up to
five years is very little and
spending that time with toys
is so beneficial in the long run.
It is necessary to see that
children do not get used to
smartphones for five years.
After that educational apps or
videos should be introduced
gradually by fixing the time.
From five to 10 years, children
should be given sufficient access
by using smartphone smart
systems and apps. Experts
recommend monitoring what
they watch, how long they watch
it and what games they
play.““By the time a child reaches
seven to ten years of age, many
parents begin to believe that if
the child is not introduced to the
digital world, he or she will fall
behind other children. But that
assumption is not entirely true.
If the child is completely ignorant
of the world of laptop-
smartphone-tab, it is reasonable
to worry that he will be left
behind, but if he knows how to
use it as needed, the possibility
remains open that the child can
learn more in the years to
come.““Well, the fact that
smartphones can be a boon for
children if used in a positive
manner and with moderation,

otherwise a curse cannot be
overstated. A child spending less
time with parents and more time
with mobile has a serious impact
on him. A child's bonding with
parents is not strong from the
beginning. Usually, the baby
stops crying as soon as it
reaches the arms of the mother
or father. The location of the
parents is found in the mobile.
After researching children up to
two years of age, the
researchers of the National
Health Center of America
presented the conclusion. that
the children who got used to the
mobile from six months were
the most effective alternative to
the mobile to calm them down
when they cried a lot. Even the
support of parents could not
affect as much as the
mobile.““More than one
research conducted on five to
seven-year-old children says that
spending too much time on
games reduces the creativity of
children in that age group.
Children who were less
addicted to the device were
compared with children who
were addicted to the device.
Five-seven-year-olds who had
less smartphone use were
found to be more
imaginative.““It was also
reported that children's sleep
was reduced due to excessive
use of smartphone-tabs.
Massachusetts professor Lauren
Smith, Rebecca Frankel and
Jennifer Fobe researched the
sleep of seven to 10-year-old
children. It was found that
using a smartphone for one to
one and a half hours before
going to bed reduced the
average sleep of children from
45 minutes to one hour. It
affected all the activities of the
child the next day. Increasing
screentime was also found to
be directly related to memory
loss. Children who get
smartphones or tablets in their
hands from the age of three
become stubborn by the time
they turn 10. In a survey
conducted by France's PSL
University in 2018, it was
concluded that the behavior of
children who spent four to five
hours on the phone every day
for five consecutive years 10
years ago changed rapidly.
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